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Indian Dance via Bollywood, by Way of Russia, Near Wall
Street

Indian Dance at Downtown Dance Festival
By ALASTAIR MACAULAYAUG. 19, 2012
In February, as I stood in line to collect my visa to go to India, the man next to me said:
“You’re interested in Indian dance? But then you have to go to Bombay.” He was
referring to dance in Bollywood movies.
That memory came back on Friday at 1 New York Plaza, as the weeklong Downtown
Dance Festival closed with its annual “Erasing Borders” program of Indian dance,
presented by the Indo-American Arts Council. The organizers, devoted to the classical
forms of Indian dance, have offered several rare examples in previous years, but they
don’t exclude other Indian dance forms. And despite the Indo-American label, they
include countries other than India and the United States. So you had to laugh on Friday:
not only did the 90-minute concert begin and end with several chunks of Bollywood
dance, but it was also Bollywood by way of Russia.
I’ve never seen the plaza more crowded, with many standees. Who wouldn’t cherish the
juxtaposition of the financial district (with traffic visible on two sides of the plaza) and
Indian dance (with its complex evocations of faraway culture, its bright attire and the
lavish color of its generously amplified music). Every year I look forward to the contrast.
The Russian dancers — the Mayuri Dance Group, from Petrozavodsk — were big hits,
performing eight numbers with zest, glee and an array of costumes so admirably vivid
that audience members exclaimed about them. Combinations of azure with gold,
emerald with cream, and black with scarlet flooded the cityscape with color. The
dancing, often with lip-syncing and flashing eyes, had all of Bollywood’s engaging
vivacity. As so often in Bollywood, shoulders or pelvises would throb to the beat like
pulses. (I read with happy fascination that the Mayuri group was founded in 1987 at the
Railway Workers Cultural Center of Petrozavodsk; training there also includes the
Indian classical idioms of Bharata Natyam and Kathak.)
In a final bhangra number, “Jatt Ho Gaya Sharabi,” three male roles were so well played
and the performers so convincingly bearded that few in the audience realized that the
dancers were women (whom we’d seen dancing as such earlier). The most breathtaking
item was “Mera Naam Chin Chin Chu,” a long and energetic solo danced by Ksenia
Sigalova to a 1950s song (recorded by Geeta Dutt) of very bubbly Indian rock ’n’ roll.
You could tie yourself in knots over the politically incorrect ethnology here. The words
“Chin Chin Chu” may have been based on the 1916 London hit show “Chu Chin Chow,” a

vision of Chinese Orientalism now coming back to us via India via Russia. Ms. Sigalova’s
unflagging brio was cause for delight.

Members of the Mayuri Dance Group, from Petrozavodsk, Russia, performing at 1 New
York Plaza during the “Erasing Borders” program, Aug. 17, 2012. CreditSara
Krulwich/The New York Times
The three classical genres represented on Friday were Bharata Natyam, Kathak and
Kuchipudi. Impressively, the Bharata Natyam group — the choreographer Sonali
Skandan and Jiva Dance from New York — included a Nigerian dancer; while Bageshree
Vaze, the Kathak dancer, though born in India, was raised and lives in Canada and
performed to her own recordings.
The two Kuchipudi dancers — Jaikishore and Padmavani Mosalikanti, a husband and
wife — came from southern India. Mythological narration, expressive mime and pure
dance all took their turn as part of their “Durga Taranga.” She plays the goddess Durga,
he the evil demon Mahishasura. I loved the way in which duet sections would often
show them dancing or acting in different ways simultaneously; and how acting would
suddenly give way to pure dance, characterizations would melt into a less specific but
deeper sense of humanity. In victory she would lift one foot to the knee or the other leg
and balance there, becoming sculptural in resolution. Later she would slowly unfold her
raised leg by sweeping it backward through the air.
Another charm of their dancing occurred in simple walks backward: their heads and
shoulders, gently jaunty, moved in graceful opposition while their arms stayed still. One
style succeeded another; the rhythm kept changing but never faltered; the dance grew
steadily more engrossing. The final section featured a plate dance. Each dancer stood

with bare feet planted on the rim of a bowl-like brass plate: the fun was in how the
complex rhythm of their feet would send each plate turning and traveling around the
stage.
The three dances choreographed by Ms. Skandan for Jiva Dance showed technical
precision and geometric skill but stayed in the foothills of Bharata Natyam style. I felt I
should be ticking off points in official approval even while my mind started to wander.
All the music was taped. Bollywood dance is the genre that this suits best. (It’s hard to
imagine it danced to live music anyway.) But the classical forms suffer without the
stimulus of live musicians. In theory no form should suffer more than Kathak, which
reaches its most particular brilliance in the jazzlike improvisatory interplay of
movement and sound. Ms. Vaze, however, dancing to her own recordings, made
marvelously fast effects using synchronicity, arriving with the beat, finding tiny
moments of stillness within spinning sequences, punctuating turns with gestures.
This was dancing where you kept noticing further felicities of style. Sometimes during a
phrase Ms. Vaze would bring her arms into a formal arc, and then, a beat later, turn her
head and eyes to resolve the position and bring it into focus. It felt like an archer lining
up a target, then with a mere glance firing. The subtle plasticity of that turn of the head,
the isolation of the eyes’ arrival: ravishing.
Yet just as often she would bring arms, head and eyes all into the same perfect
alignment on the same beat. Here was spot-on archery without preparation, striking
effortlessly home.
Correction: August 27, 2012
A dance review last Monday about the “Erasing Borders” Indian dance show, using
information in a program, misidentified the performer of “Mera Naam Chin Chin
Chu.” She is Ksenia Sigalova, not Natalia Fridman.
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Erasing Borders, Downtown Dance
Festival, New York
By Apollinaire Scherr

The finale of this free week of
outdoor performances illustrated
the expressive range of Indian
dance
With a welcome breeze wafting off the
Upper New York Bay and a huge
lunchtime crowd watching transfixed,
the finale of the Downtown Dance Festival’s generous week of free outdoor
performances embraced as many arms of Indian dance as 90 minutes would permit.
The Erasing Borders programme began backwards, with Bollywood, a relative
newcomer. The dances combined bouncy Indian folk rhythms with the veils, bare
bellies, voluptuous arms and “come hither” glances of a hedonistic east borrowed
from 1950s Hollywood, of all things. In a perfect Duck Soup update, the Mayuri
Group we were watching hails from Russia, whose enthusiasm for Bollywood
reaches back to the Cold War, when India supplied the Soviets with extra musicals.
In one solo to the swinging 1958 ditty “Mera Naam Chin Chin Chu”, Natalia Fridman
swished and galloped and batted her eyes more like Betty Boop than your average
avenging Hindu goddess.
For that we had the splendid Kuchipudi dancer-actor Padmavani Mosalikanti as the
vanquishing deity Durga. As the buffalo demon Mahishasura, her husband
Jaikishore let down his guard: what could a mere woman do to him who had
terrorised the universe? She knocked him to the floor and stabbed him with the
trident of her three fingers as her eyes crossed with conquering fury. He gnashed his
teeth and rolled his eyes in agony. It was glorious.
Having completed the task for which she was supernaturally born – through the
combined powers of Brahma, Shiva and Vishnu – this Durga folded one leg atop the
other as if sitting on air and gazed out serenely like a sculpture in a shrine.
It is this devotional aspect of Indian dance that latter-day choreographers tend to
emphasise, as did American Bharata Natyam practitioner Sonali Skandan with a
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section of Swarupa: Infinite Form, a meditative ensemble piece less to do with the
gods than with our worship of them.
What is exceptional about the Indian tradition, however, is its expressive range –
from human passion to the spiritual sublime – to which only the Kuchipudi pair
aspired. Playing the gods, the Mosalikantis proved as erotically charged as the
Bollywood cuties, though they aimed their charm at one another. Performing nritta
(pure dance), they moved with radiant grace.
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/2/f7ac5a7e-eac3-11e1-984b00144feab49a.html#axzz24C4uoWAB
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The Downtown Dance Festival: moving in a landscape of delight
By Robert Johnson/The Star-Ledger
NEW YORK—Dancer So Young An was hanging above an open-air stage on
Sunday, peering at the crowd assembled for the annual Downtown Dance
Festival, in Battery Park.
Her partner, Jason Jordan, held
her staunchly overhead.
The dancer remained poised on
high long enough for us to feel
her rapture; and with her pelvis
at the level of the surrounding
leaves and branches, she seemed
as thoroughly in her element as
a creature of the woods.
Thanks to the unhurried rhythms of "This is Forever," a work-in-progress by
choreographer Jacqulyn Buglisi, the dancers felt a part of this peaceful landscape,
with its majestic trees and dappled green light.
What a delightful spot! The Downtown Dance Festival, organized by Jonathan
Hollander, has been coming here for 31 years. By the time this article appears, the
action will have shifted to nearby New York Plaza—but the Battery, with its
sparkling view of New York Harbor, is a friendly place in August, and dancing fills
the neighborhood with joy.
Several companies appearing at this year’s event are semi-professional groups,
with a few old pros, like Buglisi, raising the bar considerably. Even teenage artists
can be compelling, though, when performing works by well-known figures like
Andrea Miller and the distinguished contemporary choreographer Ronald K.
Brown.
The Dancewave Company, directed by Diane Jacobowitz, is serious about training
youngsters to dance; and on Sunday the kids presented two excerpts from Miller’s
"I Can See Myself in Your Pupils" and an excerpt from Brown’s "Lessons." These
were vivid pieces in sharply contrasting styles.
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Downtown Dance Festival
Where: One New York Plaza, on Water Street between Whitehall and Broad
When: Today to Friday, noon to 2 p.m.
How much: Free. Visit batterydance.org.
Miller’s anonymous characters seem to have an itch, their bodies shivering and
their faces contorting with tics. Pushing themselves along the floor on their
shoulders or waddling low to the ground, they follow difficult paths. In solos they
seem to pry themselves open, turning the dance into a painful act of revelation.
Brown’s characters are more dignified, and more mysterious. They move with calm
deliberation, sinking smoothly into a rhythmic groove. Pulling back they regard us
obliquely, greet us with open hands or dismiss us with a wave. As soloists and
duos take turns center stage, the others wait patiently by the sidelines observing
the action and changing the frame. These dances are subtle yet determined, and
despite casual stops their impulse never wanes.
Choreographer Kun-Yang Lin’s "Mandala Project" supplied still more variety,
establishing a spiritual atmosphere with the sound of dunchen trumpets and
Tibetan throat singing as the dancers spun and freed themselves from a chaotic
pile.
Lesser choreographers were more obvious. "Stonehenge," performed by Amber
Perkins’ Phoenix Project Dance, featured desperately cantilevered balances and
hand-stands on a prostrate woman’s thighs. When these outrageous acrobatics
weren’t enough, the dancers swung one another around by the handles attached
to their waists.
Don’t ask about "Homecoming," a simplistic response to the Iraq War involving
God, a soldier’s smelly laundry, and the wives and mothers left behind. Leaning
heavily on voice-overs, this narrative piece by Roman Baca added to the spin,
wrapping our still-unexplained military campaign in a maudlin plea for sympathy.
There’s plenty more to come: The Downtown Dance Festival will host the folksy
Vanaver Caravan on Thursday and the Erasing Borders Festival of Indian Dance
on Friday.
http://www.nj.com/entertainment/arts/index.ssf/2012/08/the_downtown_dance_f
estival_mo.html
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